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How do strategies forrn in organi~ations? Research into the question is necessarily shaped 
by tlie underlying conception of the term. Since strategy has almost inevitably been 
conceived in terms of what the leaders of an organization 'plan' to do  in the future, strategy 
formation has, not surprisingly, tended to  be treated as an analytic process for establishing 
long-range goals and action plans for an organization; that is, aq one of formulation 
fc)llowed bq implementation. As important as this ernphasis may be, we mould argue that it 
is scriously limited, that the plocess needs to  be viewed from a wider perspective so that the 
variety of ways in which strategies actually take shape can be concidereci. 

For over 10 qears now, we have been researching the process of strategy formation based 
on the definition of strategy as 'a pattern in a stream of decisions' (Mintzbcig, 1972, 1978; 
Mintzberg and Waters, 1982, 1984; Mintrberg et al., 1986, Mintrberg arld McHugli, 1985; 
Brunet, Mint7bclg and Waters, 1986). This definition was developed to  'ope~ationalizc' the 
concept of strategy, namely to provide a tangible basis on mhich to  conduct research into 
how it forms in organirations. Streams of behaviour could be i5olatcd and st~ategies 
identified as patterns or consistencies in such streams. The origins of these strategies could 
then be investigated, with particular attention paid to  exploring the rclatioliship bet~vcen 
leadership plans and intentions and what the organizations actually did. Using the label 
strategy for both of these phenomena-one called intended, the other realiz-cd-cncouraged 
that explora t io~~.  (Indeed, by this same logic, and because of practical necessity, we have 
becn drawn into studying strategies as patterns in streams of actions, not decisions, since the 
latter represent intentions, too. A paper explairlirlg this shift more fully is available from the 
aut h o ~  s.) 

Comparing intended strategy with realired strategy, as shov n in Figule 1 ,  has alloued us 
to  distinguish deliberate strategies-realized as intended-from enzetgent strategies-
patterns or  consistencies leali7ed despite, or in tlie absence of, i~l te~lt ions.  These two 
concepts, and especially their interplay, have become the central themes in our research, 
which has involved 11 iiitellsive studies (as well as a larger number of smaller ones), 
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Figure 1 .  Types of strategies 

including a food retailer, a manufacturer of women's undergarments, a magazine, a 
newspaper, an  airline, a n  automobile firm, a mining company, a university, an  architectural 
firm, a public film agency and a government fighting a foreign war. 

This paper sets out  t o  explore the complexity and variety of strategy formation processes 
by refining and elaborating the conccpts of deliberate and emergent strategy. We begin by 
specifying more precisely what pure deliberate and pure emergent strategies might mean in 
the context of organization, describing the conditions under which each can be said to  exist. 
What does it mean for a n  'organization'--a collection o f  people joined together t o  pursue 
some mission in common-to act deliberately? What does it mean for a strategy to emerge 
in an organi~at ion ,  not guided by intentions? We then identify various types of  strategies 
that have appeared in our empirical studies, each embodying differing degrees of what 
might be called deliberateness or  emergentness. The paper concludes with a discussion of 
the implications of this perspective on strategy formation for research and practice. 

P U R E  DELIBERATE AND PURE EMERGENT STRATEGIES 

For a strategy to  be perfectly deliberate-that is, for the realized strategy (pattern in actions) 
to form exactly as intended-at least three conditions would seem to have to  be satisfied. 
First, there must have existed precise intentions in the organization, articulated in a 
relatively concrete level of detail, so that there can be no  doubt about what was desired 
before any actions were taken. Secondly, because organization means collective action, t o  
dispel any possible doubt about whether or  not the intentions were organizational, they 
must have been common to virtually all the actors: either shared as their own o r  else 
accepted from leaders, probably in response to  some sort of controls. Thirdly, these 
collective intentions must have been realized exactly as intended, which means that no  
external force (market, technological, political, etc.) could have interfered with them. The 
environment, in other words, must have been either perfectly predictable, totally benign, or  
else under the full control of the organization. These three conditions constitute a tall order, 
so that we are unlikely to find any perfectly deliberate strategies in organi~at ions .  
Nevertheless, some strategies d o  come rather close, in some dimensions if not all. 

For a strategy to  be perfectly emergent, there must be order-consistency in action over 
time-in the absence of intention about it. (No consistency means no  strategy o r  a t  least 
unrealized strategy-intentions not met.) It is difficult t o  imagine action in the total absence 
of intention-in some pocket of the organization if not from the leadership itself--such that 
we would expect the purely emergent strategy to be as rare as the purely deliberate one. But 
again, our  research suggests that some patterns come rather close, as when an  e~lvironment 
directly imposes a pattern of action on  an  organization. 

Thus, we would expect to find tendencies in the directions of deliberate and emergent 
strategies rather than perfect forms of either. In effect, these two form the poles of a 
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contiiir~um along which we mould expect real-world strategies t o  fall. Such strategies would 
combine various states of the dimensions we have discussed above: leadership intentions 
\+auld be morc or  less precise, concrete and explicit, and more or  lcss shared, as would 
intentions existing elsewhere in the organization; central control over organizational actions 
would be rnore o r  lcss firm anci more o r  less pervasi~ e; and the environment would be more 
or less benign, more or  less controllable and morc or  less predictable. 

Belo\{ we iritrod~tce a variety of types of strategies that fall along this continunm, 
beginning u i th  those closcst t o  tlic deliberate pole and ending nit11 those most reflective of  
the characteristics of emergent strategy. We present these types, not as  any firm o r  
exhaustive typology (although one may eventually emerge), but sirnply to  explore this 
c o n t i n u u ~ ~ ~ot  emcrgerltness of strategy and to  try t o  gain some insights into the notions of 
intention, choice and pattern formation in thc collecti\e context we call organization. 

THE PLANNED STRATEGY 

Planning suggests clear and articulated inteations, backed up by fornial controls to ensure 
their pursuit, in an  environment that is acquiescent. In other words, here (and only here) 
does the classic distinction between 'forn~ulation' and 'implementation' hold up. 

In this first type, called p/u~lnedstrate,qy, leaders at  tlie centre of authority formulate their 
intentions as prceisely as possible arid then strive for their implementation-their 
translation into collective action-with a minimum of distortion, 'surprise-free'. T o  ensure 
this, the leaders must first articulate their intentions in the form of a plan, t o  minimize 
confusion, and then elaborate this plan in as much detail as possible, in the form of budgets, 
schedules and so  on, t o  pre-empt discretion that might impede i t 5  realization. Those outside 
the planning proccss may act, but t o  the extent possible they are not allowed t o  decide. 
Programmes that guide their behaviour are built into the plan, and formal controls arc 
instituted to  ensure pursuit of the plan and the programmes. 

But the plan is of no  use if it cannot be applied as formulated in tile environment 
su~rounding  the organization so the planned strategy is found in an  enviro~lment that is, if 
not benign o r  controllable, then at least rather predictable. Some orgariizations, as 
Calbraith (1967) describes the 'new industrial states', are powerful enough to impose their 
plans on their environments. Others are able t o  prcdict their environments with enougl~  
accuracy to  pursue rather deliberate, planned strategies. We suspect, however, that marly 
planned strategies are found in organi7ations that simply extrapolate established patterns in 
environments that they assume uill remain stable. In fact, we h a ~ e  argued else~vhere 
(Mintzberg and Waters, 1982) that strategies appear not t o  be conceived in planning 
processes so much as elaborated from existing visions or  copied from rtandard industry 
recipes (see Grinyer and Spender, 1979); planning thus bccomes programniing, and the 
planned strategy finds its origins in one of the other types of strategies described below. 

Although few strategies can be planned to the degree described above, some d o  come 
rather close, particularly in organizations that must commit largc quantities of resources to  
particular missionc and so cannot tolerate unstable environments. They may spend years 
considering their actions, but once they decide to  act, they comrliit themselves firmly. In 
effect, they deliberate so that their strategies can be rather deliberate. Thus,  we studied a 
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mining company that had to engage in a most detailed form of planning to  exploit a new ore 
body in an  extremely remote part of Quebec. Likewise, we found a very strong planning 
orientation in our study of Air Canada, necessary to co-ordinate the purchase of new, 
expensive jet aircraft with a relatively fixed route structure. Our  study of the United States 
government's escalation of military activity in Vietnam also revealed a rather planned 
strategy. Once Lyndon Johnson announced his decision t o  escalate in 1965, the military 
planners took over and articulated the intentions in detail (or pulled out  existing 
contingency plans), and pursued the strategy vigorously until 1968 when it became clear that 
the environment was less controllable than it had seemed (Mintzberg, 197'8). 

(Note the distinction here between unrealized strategy-that is, intentions not successfully 
realized-and realized strategy that is unsuccessful in its consequences. The  intention to 
escalate was realized, in fact from Johnson's point of view, over-realized; it just did not 
(achieve its objective. In contrast, John F. Kennedy's earlier intention to provide advisers t o  
the Vietnam army was not realized t o  the extent that those advisers became combatants. It 
!should be noted, however, that the degree of deliberateness is not a measure of the potential 
success of a strategy. In our research, we have come across rather emergent strategies as well 
as rather deliberate ones that have been highly successful (see the discussion of the 
experimental film strategy later in the text for an  example of the former) and others of both 
types that have been dramatic failures.) 

T H E  ENTREPRENEURIAL STRATEGY 

In this second type of strategy, we relax the condition of precise, articulated intentions. 
Here, one individual in personal control of an organization is able to impose his or  her 
vision of direction on it. Because such strategies are rather common in entrepreneurial 
firms, tightly controlled by their owners, they can be called erztrepreneurial strategies. 

In this case, the force for pattern or  consistency in action is individual vision, the central 
actor's concept of his or  her organization's place in its world. This is coupled with an  ability 
to impose that vision on the organization through his or  her personal control of its actions 
(e.g. through giving direct orders to its operating personnel). Of course, the environment 
must again be co-operative. But entrepreneurial strategies most commonly appear in young 
and/or  small organizations (where personal control is feasible), which are able t o  find 
relatively safe niches in their environments. Indeed, the selection of such niches is an  
integral part of the vision. These strategies can, however, sometimes be found in larger 
organizations as well, particularly under conditions of crisis where all the actors are willing 
to  follow the direction of a single leader who has vision and will. 

Is the entrepreneurial strategy deliberate? Intentions d o  exist. But they derive from one 
individual who need not articulate or  elaborate them. Indeed, for reasons discussed below, 
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he or she is typically unlikely to want to do  so. Thus, the intentions are both more difficult 
to identify arid less specific than those of the planned strategy. Moreover, there is less overt 
acceptance of these intentions on the part of other actors in the organization. Nevertheless, 
so long as those actors respond to the personal will of the leader, the strategy would appear 
to be rather deliberate. 

In two important respects, however, that strategy can have emergent characteristics as 
well. First, as indicated in the previous diagram, vision provides only a general sense of  
direction. Within it, there is room for adaptation: the details of the vision can emerge en 
roule. Secondly, because the leader's \,ision is personal, it can also be changed conlpletely. 
To  put this another way, since here the formulator is the implementor, step by step, that 
person can react quickly to feedback on past actions or to  new opportunities or threats in 
the environment. He or she can thus reformulate vision, as shown in the figure below. 

It is this adaptability that distinguishes the entrepreneurial strategy from the planned one. 
Visions contained in single brains would appear to  be more flexible, assuming the 
individual's willingness to learn,' than plans articulated through hierarchies, which are 
comprised of many brains. Adaptation (and emergentness) of planned strategies are 
discouraged by the articulation of intentions and by the separation between formulation 
and implementation. Psychologists have shown that the articulation of a strategy locks it 
into place, impeding willingness to change it (e.g. Kiesler, 1971). The separation of 
implementation from formulation gives rise to a whole system of commitments and 
procedures, in the form of plans, programmes and controls elaboratecl down a hierarchy. 
Instead of one individual being able to change his or her mind, the whole system must be 
redesigned. Thus, despite the claims of flexible planning, the fact is that organizations plan 
not to be flexible but to realize specific intentions. It is the entre~reneurial strategy that 
provides flexibility, at the expense of the specificity and articulation of intentions. 

Entrepreneurial strategies have appeared in our research, not surprisingly, in two 
companies that were controlled personally by their aggressive owners-one the food retail 
chain, the other the manufacturer of ~vomen's undergarments. Here, typically, when 
important aspects of the environment changed, strong new visions emerged rather quickly, 
followed by long periods of deliberate pursuit of these visions. But as both organizations 
grew and became more formalized, the visions became the basis for planning 
(programming), and thereafter decisive changes Miere less in evidence. This led us to suspect 
that planned strategies often follow entrepreneuriai ones, based on the vision of leaders, 
sometimes ones who have departed the organization (see Mintzberg and Waters, 1982, 
1984). 

' .4n interesting situation arises when the vision is beyond even the control of the indivicl~ial hiriiself, so that lic or she pursuec a 
pattern or  action due to inner, subcor~scio~rs products,forces (as, sap, when the leader chooses to produce o111y uncor~ventio~ial 
pc:rhaps because of a phobia about being ol-clinary). Such 'subcol~scin~~s '  to change strategies would probably be rrlore diffic~~lt 
th~an rhosc barcd on more corlscious visioris. 
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T H E  IDEOLOGICAL S'TRATEGY 


Vision can be collective as well as individual. When the members of an organization share a 
vision and identify so strongly with it that they pursue it as a n  ideology, then they are bound 
to  exhibit patterns in their behaviour, so that clear realized strategies can be identified. 
These may be called ideolofiical strategies. 

Can an ideological strategy be considered deliberate? Since the ideology is likely to  be 
somewhat overt (e.g. in programmes of indoctrination), and perhaps even articulated (in 
rough, inspirational form, such as a credo), intentions can usually be identified. The 
question thus revolves around whether these intentions can be considered organizational 
and whether they are likely to  be realized as intended. In  an important sense, these 
intentions would seem to  be most clearly organizational. Whereas the intentions of the 
planned and entrepreneurial strategies emanate from one centre and :ire accepted passively 
by everyone else, those of the ideological strategy are positively ernbraced by the members 
of the organization. 

As for their realization, because the intentions exist as a rough vision, they can 
presumably be adapted or  changed. But collective vision is far more immutable than 
individual vision. All who share it must agree to  change their 'collective mind'. Moreover, 
ideology is rooted in the past, in traditions and precedents (often the institutionalization of 
the vision of a departed, charismatic leader: one person's vision has become everyone's 
ideology). People, therefore, resist changing it. The object is t o  interpret 'the word', not to 
defy it. Finally, the environment is unlikely to  impose change: the purpose of ideology, after 
all, is t o  change the environment or  else to insulate the organization from it. For all these 
reasons, therefore, ideological strategy would normally be highly deliberate, perhaps more 
so than any type of strategy except the planned one. 

We have not as yet studied any organization dominated by an ideology. But such 
strategies d o  seem to occur in certain organizations described in the literature, notably in 
certain Israeli kibbutzim, 'distinctive colleges', and some charitable institutions (see Clark, 
1970, 1972; Sills, 1957; also Mintzberg, 1983: Chapters 11 and 21). 

THE UMBRELLA STRATEGY 
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Now we begin to  relax the condition of tight control (whether bureaucratic, personal or 
ideological) over the mass of actors in the organization and, in some cases, the condition of 
tight control over the environment as well. Leaders who have only partial control over other 
actors in an organization may design what can be called umbrella sfrategies. They set 
general guidelines for behaviour-define the boundaries-and then let other actors 
manoeuvre within them. In effect, these leaders establish kinds of umbrellas under which 
organizational actions are expected to fall-for example that all products should be 
designed for the high-priced end of the market (no matter what those products might be). 

When an environment is complex, and perhaps somewhat uncontrollable and 
unpredictable as well, a variety of actors in the organization must be able to  respond to  it. In 
other words, the patterns in organizational actions cannot be set deliberately in one central 
place, although the boundaries may be established there to  constrain them. From the 
perspective of the leadership (if not, perhaps, the individual actors), therefore, strategies are 
allowed to  emerge, at least within these boundaries. In fact, we can label the umbrella 
strategy not only deliberate and emergent (intended at the centre in its broad outlines but 
not in its specific details), but also 'deliberately emergent' (in the sense that the central 
leadership intentionally creates the conditions under which strategies can emerge). 

Like the entrepreneurial strategy, the umbrella one represents a certain vision emanating 
from the central leadership. But here those who have the vision d o  not control its 
realization; instead they must convince others to pursue it. The umbrella at least puts limits 
on the actions of others and ideally provides a sense of direction as well. Sometimes the 
umbrella takes the form of a more specific target, as in a NASA that concentrated its efforts 
during the 1960s on putting a man on the moon. In the light of this specific target, all kinds 
of strategies emerged, as various technical problems were solved by thousands of difTerent 
specialists. 

The architectural firm in our research provides a good example of umbrella strategy. The 
partners made it clear what kinds of buildings they wished to  design: unique, excellent and 
highly visible ones that would 'celebrate the spirit of the community'. Under that umbrella, 
anything went-performing arts centres, office buildings, hotels, etc. The firm occasionally 
filled in gaps with smaller projects of a more mundane nature, but it never committed itself 
to a major undertaking that strayed from those central criteria (Mintzberg el a/., 1986).' 

We have so far described the umbrella strategy as one among a number of types that are 
possible. But, in some sense, virtually all real-world strategies have umbrella characteristics. 
That is to  say, in no organization can the central leadership totally pre-empt the discretion 
of others (as was assumed in the planned and entrepreneurial strategies) and, by the same 
token, in none does a central leadership defer totally to others (unless it has ceased to lead). 
Almost all strategy making behaviour involves, therefore, to some degree at least, a central 
leadership with some sort of intentions trying to direct, guide, cajole or  nudge others with 
ideas of their own. When the leadership is able to direct, we move towards the realm of the 
planned or entrepreneurial strategies; when it can hardly nudge, we move toward the realm 
of the more emergent strategies. But in the broad range between these two can always be 
found strategies with umbrella characteristics. 

In its pursuit of an umbrella strategy-which means, in essence, defining general 
direction subject to  varied interpretation-the central leadership must monitor the 
behaviour of other actors to  assess whether or not the boundaries are being respected. In 

"(11' course, t o  tlie extent that otlicr al-cliitects in the fir111 enibraccd these c r i r e~ ia ,  in\tead of merely acccpt i r~g them as  tlic 
inlention, 01' tlie central Icader\liip, tlie st[-atcgy could have beer1 labelled ideological. 
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essence, like us, it searches for patterns in streariis of actions. When actors arc found to 
stray outside the boundaries (whether inadvertently or intentionally), the central leadership 
ha5 three choices: to stop them, ignore thern (perhaps for a time, to see uhat  will happen), 
or adjust to them. In other words, when an arm pokes outside the umbrella, you either pull 
it in, leave it there (although it might get wet), or move the un~brella over to cover it. 

In this last case, the leadership exercises the option of alteni~ig its owri viiion i r ~response 
to the behaviour of others. Indeed, this uould appear to be the place where much effecti~e 
5trategic learniiig takes place-through leadership responie to the initiatives of others. The 
leadership tliat i i  never willing to alter its vision in such a nay  forgoes important 
opportunities and tends to lose touch with its environment (although, of course, the one too 
willing to do  so may be unable to sustain any central direction). The uniibrella strategy thus 
requires a light touch, maintaining a subtle balance b e h e e n  proaction and reaction. 

THE PROCESS STRATEGY 

Similar to the umbrella strategy is what can Again, the be called the process s t r ~ t e ~ q ~ .  
leadership functio~is in an orga~lization in which other actors must have considerable 
discretion to deterniilie outcomes, because of an en\ ironment that is conlplex and per haps 
also urtpredictable and uncontrollable. But instead of trying to control itrategy content at a 
general le\el, through boundaries or targets, the leadership instead needs to cxercise 
influence indirectly. Specifically, it controls the process o f  strategy making while leaving the 
conterzt of strategy to other actors. Again, the resulting behaviour w o ~ ~ l d  be deliberate in 
one recpect and emergent in others: the ceritral leadership cteiignr tlie bystem that allows 
other4 the flexibility to evolve patterns within it. 

The leadership may, for exari~ple, control the stafing of the organii.ation, thereby 
determining ivho gets to  rnake strategj i f  not \+hat that strategj \+ill be (all the vjhile 
knowing that control of the fortncr constitutes considelable influence over the latter). Or  it 
rnay design the structure of the orgaiii~ation to determine the working context of those w~ho 
get to make strategy. Thus,  it was claimed recently that '75  per cent of the (HeuIett 
I'ackard) plan is devoted to the new product portfolio generation pr.occ?rsq.' 

Divisionalized orgarii~ations of a conglomerate nature cornmonly uce process strategies: 
the central lieadquarlcrs creates the basic s t ructu~e,  establishes the control systems and 
appoirlts the division managers, who are then expected to develop strategies for their own 
businesses (typically planned one5 for reasons outlined by Mintuberg, 1979:384-392); note 
that techniques such as those inttocluced by the Boston Consulting Croup to rnanage the 

' Sratemerrt by T 'homa~ f'ctcr\ rlt the Stl-stepic 'fariagc~nerit Society C'oriferencc 'Exploriiig the Strategy-mahing Pi.occs\', 
:vlonti-eai, R Octobel-, 1982; einpl~asis added. 
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business portfolios of divisionali~ed companies, by involving headquarters in the business 
strategies t o  some extent, bring their strategies back into the realrn of umbrella ones. 

T H E  UNCONNECTED STRATEGIES 

The unconnected strategy is perhaps the most straightforward one of all. One part of the 
organization with considerable discretion-a subunit, sometimes even a single individual- 
because it is only loosely coupled to  the rest, is able to realize its own pattern in its stream of 
actions. Our clearest example of this appeared in the study of the National Film Board of 
Canada, a producer of primarily short films, where the central leadership seldom dictated 
the content of films. From the 1940s to the mid-1960s, the Film Board produced, among 
many others, a thin but steady stream of experimental films; after that,  their number 
increased significantly. I n  fact, with one exception, every single film up to  1960 was made 
by one person, Norman McI.,aren, the Board's most celebrated film-maker. McLaren, in 
other words, pursued his own personal strategy-'did his own thing', as the saying goes- 
for decades, quite independently of ihe activities of other film-makers. 

How deliberate or  emergent are these unconnected strategies'? Since they come neither 
from a central leadership nor from intentions in the organization at large, they would seem 
t o  be relatively emergent from the perspective of the entire orgatlization. Hut from the 
perspective of the unit o r  individual involved, clearly they can be deliberate or  emergent, 
depending on  the prior existence of intentions. 

Identifying intentions is a tricky business in any context. Who can be sure that what was 
articulated was truly intended. Moreover, in the collective context, there is the problem of 
determining whose intentions really matter, and of dealing with conflicting intentions. 
These problems may be absent in the context of the individual, but they are replaced by 
others. For example, the individual pursuing a personal strategy is unlikely to have to  
articulate his or  her intentions before actions are taken, and that can influence the very 
existence of intentions. Consider the experimental film strategy of Norman McLaren. Was 
it deliberate? For McLaren himself, it could conceivably have been. That  is, he may have 
developed a general irltentiori t o  make a stream of experimental films, at least after his 
initial successes. But why should he have done so?  Surely McLaren did not say to  himself in 
1943: '1 shall make experimental films for the next 30 years'. More likely, he just decided on 
one film at a time, in eRec1 being deliberate about individual films (although these too may 
have emerged) but not about the pattern in the sequence of thern. 

The  fact that a Norman McLaren has no  need to articulate his intentions (unlike, at  least 
in some cases, a leader in charge of other people) means that no  onc can ever be sure what hc 
iiltellded (or, more exactly, what he would have claimcd he intended). T o  take another 
example, used in a previous paper t o  illustrate the definition of realized strategy (Mintzberg, 
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1978: 935), Picasso's blue period can be called a personal blue strategy, since there was 
consistericy in his use of colour across a sequence of his paintings. But did Picasso 'decide' 
t o  paint blue for a given period of his life, or  did he simply feel like using that blue each time 
he painted during these years? 

The fact that neither a McLaren nor a Picasso had to  explain their intentions to  anyone 
(McLarei~at  least not beyond saying enough in his organizational context t o  get funding for 
a single film at a time) meant that neither was forced to  think them through. This probably 
allowed those intentions to  remain rather vague, to themselves as well as t o  others around 
them, and so probably encouraged a degree of emergentness in their behaviours. 

The example of Norman McLaren is indicative of the fact that uilcoilnccted strategies 
tend to  proliferate in organizations of experts, reflecting the complexity of the environments 
that they face and the resulting need for considerable control by the experts over their own 
work, providing freedom not only from administrators but sometimes from their own peers 
as well. Thus, many hospitals and universities appear to be little more than collections of 
personal strategies, with hardly any discernible central vision or  umbrella, let alone plan, 
linking them together. Each expert pursues his or  her own strategies--method of patient 
care, subject of research, style of teaching. 011the other hand, in organi~at ions  that d o  
pursue central, rather deliberate strategies, even planned ones, unconnected strategies can 
sometimes be found in remote cnclavcs, either tolerated by the system or lost within it. 

As indicated in the previous diagram, unconnected strategies may be deliberate or  
emergent for the actors involved (although always emergent from the perspective of the 
organization at  large). Also, although they are shown within an  umbrella strategy, clearly 
they can fall outside of these, too.  Indeed, some unconnected strategies directly contradict 
umbrella ones (or even more centrally inlposed planned or  entrepreneurial ones), in etfect 
developing on a clandestine basis. Allison (1971), for exatnplc, describes how President 
Kennedy's directive to defuse the missile bases in Turkey during the Cuban Missile Crisis 
was deliberately ignored by the military leaders. We show such clandestine strategies in the 
figure below as a sequence of arrows breaking out of an utnbrel!a strategy. These arrows 
signify that even though the strategy is likely to be deliberate from the point of view of its 
proponents, it cannot be articulated as such: they cannot reveal their intentions. T o  
mii l imi~e their risk of exposure, they seek to realize intentions subtly, action by action, as if 
the strategy was emergent. Of course, that increases the chances that the intentions will get 
deflected along the way. If they d o  not, there is still the risk that the leadership will realize 
what is happening-will recognize the pattern in the stream of actions-and stop the 
strategy. The leadership can, however, play the game too, waiting to see what happens, 
knowing it too  can learn from clandestine behaviour. If the strategy should prove 
successful, it can always be accepted and broadened-internalized in the system as a 
(henceforth) deliberate strategy. Our  suspicion is that much strategic adaptation results 
from uilconnectcd strategies (whether or  not clandestine) that succeed and so pervade the 
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T H E  CONSENSUS STRATEGY 

In no  strategy so far discussed have we totally dropped the condition of prior intention. The  
next type is rather more clearly emergent. Here many different actors naturally converge on 
the same theme, or  pattern, so that it becomes pervasive in the organi~at ion ,  without the 
need for any central direction or control. We call it the consen.su.s strategy. Unlike the 
ideological strategy, in which a consensus forms around a system of beliefs (thus reflecting 
intentions widely accepted in the organization), the consensus strategy grows out  of the 
mutual adjustment among ditferent actors, as they learn from each other and from their 
various responses to  the environment and thereby find a common, and probably 
unexpected, pattern that works for them. 

111 other words, the convergence is not driven by any intentions of a central management, 
nor even by prior intentions widely shared among the other actors. I t  just evolves through 
the results of a host of individual actions. Of course, certain actors may actively promote 
the consensus, perhaps even negotiate with their colleagues to attain it (as in the 
congressional form of government). But the point is that it derives more from collective 
action than from collective intention. 

Our  clearest exanlple of a consensus strategy formed so fast that it seemed literally 
spontaneous. In the carly 1950s, the National Film Board of Canada made its first film for 
television and in a matter of months the organi~at ion  found itself concentrating two-thirds 
of its efforts in that medium. Despite heated debate and indications of managerial 
intentions to the contrary, one film-maker set the precedent by making that first film, and 
many of the others quickly followed suit. (In fact, the strategy lasted about 4 years and then 
disappeared just as spontaneously as it began.) Such spontaneity presumably reflects a 
strong drive for consistency (the Film Board having been groping for a new focus of 
attention for several years). As soon as the right idea comes along, the consensus crystallizes 
quickly, much as does a supersaturated solution the niomcnt it is disturbed. We have been 
speculating on possible uses for the term intuition in a collective context; the spontaneous 
strategy might be a good example of 'organitational intuition'. 

When the convergence is on  a general theme rather than a specific activity (such as 
making films for television), the consensus is likely to  develop more gradually: individual 
actions would take time to be understood and to pervade the organization as precedents. An 
electronics manufacturer may find itself concentrating on high quality products after i t  had 
achieved success with a number of such products, or  a university may find itself over the 
years favouring the sciences over the humanitites as its members came to  realize that this is 
where its real strengths lie. 
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THE IMPOSED STRATEGIES 


All the strategies so far discussed have derived in part at least from the will (if not the 
intentions) of actors within the organization. The environn~eilt has bee11 considered, if not 
benign, then at least acquiescent. Rut strategies can be imposed from outside as well; that is, 
the environment can directly force the organization into a pattern in its stream of actions, 
regardless of the presence of central controls. The clearest case of this occurs when an 
external individual or group with a great deal of influence over the organization imposes a 
strategy on it. We saw this in our study of the state-owned Air Canada, whe11 the minister 
who created and controlled the airline in its early years forced it to  buy and fly a particular 
type of aircraft. Here the innposed strategy was clearly deliberate, but not by anyone in the 
organization. However, given its inability to resist, the organization had to resign itself to  
the pursuit of the strategy, so that it became, in effect, deliberate. 

Sometimes the 'environn~cnt' rather than people per se impose strategies on 
organizations, simply by severely restricting thc options open to  them. Air Canada chose to  
fly jet aeroplanes and later wide-body aeroplanes. But did it? Could any 'world class' airline 
have decided otherwisc? Again the organization has internalized the imperative so that 
strategic choice becomes a moot point. 'To draw from another of our studies, did Lyndon 
Johnson 'choose' to escalate the United States' involvement in Vietnam in 1965'? Kennedy's 
earlier intended strategy of providing advisers for the South Vietnamese became an 
emergent strategy of engagement in a hot war, imposed by the enviro~lment (namely the 
actions of thc Vietcong; of course, to  the extent that the military advisers intended to  fight, 
the strategy might be more accurately described as clandestine). The result was that by the 
time Johnson faced the decision to escalate, the pressures were almost inescapable. So he 
'decided', and the strategy becanle a planned one. 

Many planned strategies in fact seein to  have this determined quality to  them-pursued 
by organizations resigned to  co--operating with external forces. One is reminded here of the 
king in the Saint-Exupcry (1946) story of The Lilrle Prince, who only gave orders that could 
be executed. We claimed, for example, that he could order the sun to set, but only at a 
certain time of the day. The point is that when intentions are suficiently malleable, 
everything can seem deliberate. 

Reality, however, seems to  bring organizations closer to a compromise position between 
determinism and free choice. Environments seldom pre-empt all choice, just as they seldom 
offer unlimited choice. That is why purely determined strategies are probably as rare as 
purely planned ones. Alternatively, just as the umbrella strategy may be the most realistic 
reflection of leadership intention, so too might the partially imposed strategy be the most 
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realistic reflection of environmental influence. As shown in the figure below, the 
en~ironinent  bounds what the organi/ation can do,  in this illustration dererlnining tlnder 
what part of the umbrella the organization can feasiblj operate. Ea~l icr  we described the 
umbrella strategy of the architectural firm we studied. D u ~ i n g  one period in its history, it 
was repeatedly selected to  design performing arts centres, even though i t  was prepared to 
work on a wide variety of building types. Thc environment (namely the clients) made its 
choices for it and so determined its specific strategy for a time, but only within the strategic 
umbrella acceptable to it. Juct as we argued earlier that virtually all real-world strategies 
have umbrella characteristics, so too do we add here that virti~ally all have environmental 
boundaries. 

This completes our discussion of various types of s t r a t egh .  Table 1 surnmari7es some of 
their major features. 

Thi9 paper has been written to open up thinking about strategy fortnation, to b1oade11 
perspective> that may remain frarrled ill the itnage of it a5 arl a pr~ori,analytic proces4 or 
even as a sharp dichotomy between slrate_gie\ a5 either deliberate 01 eilrcrgent. U1e believe 
that mole research is required on the plocess of strategy forniation to complement the 
extensive work currently taking place on the content of strateg~es; indeed, we believe that 
research on the fornier can significantly influence the direction taken by research on the 
latter (arid vice versa) 

One promising line of ~ e \ e a l c h  is invejtigation of the strategy formation proccss and of 
the types of strategies reali/ccl as a functior~ of the stlucturc and context of orga~lirationj. 
Do  the various propositions suggested in this paper, based on oul own limited rcrearcll, in 
fact hold up in broader samples, for example, that strategies utll tend to  be more deliberate 
in tightly coupled, centr ally controlled organiratiolns and more emergent in decentralized, 
looiely coupled ones'? 

It would also be interesting to kno~t '  how different types of strategies perform in karious 
contexts and also how these st~ategies lclatc to  those defined in lcrrns of specific content. 
Using porter's (1980) categoiies, for example, will cost leadership strategies plovr mole 
deliberate (specifically, more often planned), difl'erentiation strategies more cinergent 
(perhaps umbrella in nature), or perhaps entrepreneurial? Or using Miles and Snow's (1978) 
typology, will defenders prove more deliberate in oiientation and incli~ied to  use planrietl 
strategies, wheteas prospectors tend to  bc more enlergeiit and morC prone to ~ e l y011 

trrnbrella or plocess, or even unconnected, strategies? I t  may even be posjible that highly 
deliberate strategy making processes will be found to drive organi~ations away from 
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Table 1. Summary description of types of strategies 

Strategy Major featur es 
- .-- .- -.--.-- ....--

Planned Strategies origiriate in forrnal p la i~s :  precise intentions exist, i'ornr~ilateii and articulateci by 
central leadership, hacked L I ~by i'orrnal contr-01s ro enstire surprise-free in~plernentatioli in 
benign, cant!-ollahlc o r  predictable e~lvironriient; stratcgics most clclibei-ate 

Entreprctlet~rial Strategies origiriatc in central vision: intentions exist as personal, ~~narticul:itecl vision of  
single leader, and so actapt;thle to  new opportunities; orgariiratiori ~ ~ n d e r  personal control 
of leader and located in protected niche in cnvironnlent; stl-ategies relatively deliberate but 
can emerge 

Ideological Strategies originate in shared beliefs: intentions exist as collective vision of all actors, in 
i~lspirational form and rc1:ctivcly immutable, controlled normatively through 
indoctrin:ttion and io r  socialiiation; organization ofien proactive ),is-ti-\'isen\rironment; 
strategies rather deliberate 

Strategies originate ill constraiiits: leattership, in partial control oT orgarrizatio~~al actions, 
ticfines strategic bortnclarics or rarpets within which other actors respor~il to own forces o r  
to coniplex, perhaps itlso ~~ripredictahlc environiilelit; strategies partly tlcliherate. partly 
clncrgent arid cieliberately ernergcnt 

Process Strategies or ig ina~e in process: leadership controls process aspects of strarcgy (hiring, 
htructllre, ctc.), leaving content aspects t o  other actors; htratt'gies partly tleliberatc, partly 
enlcrycnt (and, again, deliberately eiilergent) 

IJnconnectcd Strategies originate in enclaves: actor(s) loosely coupled to  rest of organization p r o d ~ ~ c e ( s )  
patterns in o w n  actions in ~ ibse r~ce  of,  or  in direct conrradiction to.  central or  cornlnon 
i~itcritions: strategies organizationally emergent whether or  nor deliberate for actor(s) 

Consensus Strategies originate in conscnsli :  tliroilgh mlitiial ailjustmerit. actors converge on patterns 
that beconl~e per\~asivc i r i  absence of central or comrlion i~lreritiorr\; strategies rather 
cnlcrgent 

Iniposed Strategies originate in cnvironrnent: environment dic'ta~t's p;tttertis in actioris citlier 
throi~gh ctirect imposition or through implicitly pre-empting or  botincliri~ ol.ganizatiotlal 
cl~oice; stratcgiec most ernergcnt, a l t l~ough Inay be in tcrnal i~ed by organization ant1 mc~de 
deli berate 

prospecting activities and towards cost leadership strategies whereas emergent ones may 
encourage the opposite postures. 

The interplay of the different types of strategies we have described can be another avenue 
of inquiry: the nesting of personal strategies within urnbrclla ones or  their departure in 
clandestine for111 from centrally imposed umbrellas; the capacity of unconnected strategies 
t o  evoke organizational ones of a consensus or  even a planned r~a turc  as peripheral patterns 
that succeed pervade the organization; tht conversion of entrepreneurial strategies into 
ideological or  planned ones as vision becornes institutionalizecl one way or  another; the 
possible propensity of imposed strategies to become deliberate as they are interi~alized 
within the organization; and so on. An understanding of how these different types of  
strategies blend into each other and tend to  sequence the~nselves over time in difyerent 
contexts could reveal a good deal about the strategy formation process. 

A t  a more general level, the whole question of how managers learn from the experiences 
of their own organizatiotls seems to be fertile ground for research. In our view, the 
fundamental ditference between deliberate and emergent strategy is that whereas the former 
focuses on  direction and control-getting desired things done-the latter opens up  this 
notion of 'strategic learning'. Defining strategy as intended and conceiving it as deliberate, 
as has traditionally been done, effectively precludes the notion of strategic learning. Once 
the intentions have been set, attention is riveted on realizing them, not on adapting them. 
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Messages from the environment tend t o  get blocked out .  Adding the concept of  emergent 
strategy, based on  the definition of  strategy as rea l i~ed ,  opens the process of strategy 
making up to  the notion of learning. 

Emergent strategy itself implies learning what works-taking one action at a time in 
search f o r  that viable pattern o r  consistency. It is in~por tant  to remember that emrrgent 
strategy means, not chaos, but,  in essence. u n i t ~ f e n d ~ dorder. It is also frequently the tneans 
by which deliberate strategies change. As shoun in Figure 2, in the feedback loop added t o  
our basic diagram, it is often through the identification of emergent strategies-its patterns 
never intended-that managers and others in the organization come to change their 
intentions. This is another w a j  of saying that not a few deliberate strategies are simply 
emergent ones that have been unco~ered  anci subsequently formalitcd. Of  course, 
unrea l i~ed  strategics are also a source of learning, as rzlanagers find out which of their 
intentions d o  not work, rejected either by their organizations themselves o r  else by 
environntents that are less than acquiescent. 

We wish to emphasize that emergent strategy does not have to  mean that management is 
out of control, only-in some cases at least-that it is open, flexible and responsive, in other 
words, willing to learn. Such behaviour is especially important when an environment is too 
unstable or  complex to  comprehend, or  too imposing to  defy. Openness to  such emergent 
strategy enables management to act before everything is fully understood-to resporld to an 
evolving reality rather than having to focus on a stable fantasy. For example, d is t inc t i~e  
competence cannot always be assessed on paper apriori; often, perhaps usually, it has to be 
discovered empirically, by taking actions that lest ~vhere  strengths and weaknesses really lie. 
Emergent strategy also enables a management that cannot be close enough t o  a situation, o r  
t o  know enough about the varied activities of its organization, t o  surrender control t o  those 
who have the information current and detailed enough to shape realistic strategies. Whereas 
the more deliberate strategies tend to  emphasize central direction and hierarchy, the more 
emergent ones open the way for collective action and convergent behaviour. 

Of course, by the sanie token, deliberate strategy is hardly dysfunctional either. Managers 
need to  manage too,  sometirnes to inlpose intentions on their organirations-to pro\ ide a 
sense of direction. That  can be partial, as  in the cases of umbrella and process strategies, o r  
it can be rather conlprehensive, as in the cases of planned and entrepreneurial strategies. 
When the necessary information can be brought to a central place and environments can be 
largely understood and predicted (or at least controlled), then it may be approp~ ia t e  t o  
suspend strategic learning for a time to pursue intentions with as n ~ u c h  deternlination as 
possible (see Mintzberg and Waters, 1984). 

Our  conclusion is that strategy formation walks o n  t ~ % o  feet, one deliberate, the other 
emergent. As noted earlier, managing requires a light deft touch-to direct in order t o  
realize intentions while at the same time responding to an unfolding pattern of action. The  
relative emphasis may shift from time to time but not the requirement t o  attend to both 
sides of  this phenomenon. 

STPXI'ECI C LEARNING 



We need to know rnorc about the rcsporrcling side of th is  directing/rerponding dialectic. 
Itlore specifii:ally, we would like to know- more aboirt ho\\ managers track tilt. reali~eci 
srrarcgies of their O E ~ I ;organi~ations,:4 major component of that elu5iie concept called 
'strategic control' map be in managers doing what rve do as researchers: soarching for 
patterns in streams of organizational actions. Pattern recognition is likely to  prove a crucial 
ability of cfkstivt: manageri and crucial to cfTectire organiratloni rimy be the facilitation c)f 
self-awarenesc on the part of nil irs mzrnbers of rhe patrsrns of it'i o i ~ nacfi~)nsand their 
consequences uter time. Strategic choice requires thar hind of ar+:ireness; a high dcgrec of it 
is likely to  charriclerize efkctive mariagerc, and effcctivc organizatinxts. 
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